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Lentiviral vector-based gene therapy has been used to
target the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) using
an antisense env payload. We have analyzed lentiviralvector integration sites from three treated individuals.
We compared integration sites from the ex vivo vectortransduced CD4+ cell products to sites from cells recovered at several times after infusion. Integration sites were
analyzed using 454 pyrosequencing, yielding a total of
7,782 unique integration sites from the ex vivo product
and 237 unique sites from cells recovered after infusion.
Integrated vector copies in both data sets were found to
be strongly enriched within active genes and near epigenetic marks associated with active transcription units.
Analysis of integration relative to nucleosome structure
on target DNA indicated favoring of integration in outward facing DNA major grooves on the nucleosome surface. There was no indication that growth of transduced
cells after infusion resulted in enrichment for integration
sites near proto-oncogene 5′-ends or within tumor suppressor genes. Thus, this first look at the longitudinal
evolution of cells transduced with a lentiviral vector after
infusion of gene modified CD4+ cells provided no evidence for abnormal expansions of cells due to vectormediated insertional activation of proto-oncogenes.
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Introduction
The first unambiguously successful human gene therapy involved
use of γ-retroviral vectors to restore the mutant genes in hemato
poeitic stem cells from patients with inherited immunodeficiencies.1,2
However, five leukemias have now been reported among the 20
patients successfully treated in these trials, in which the vector
integrated upstream of a proto-oncogene and increased its rate
of transcription.3–7 Proliferating cells accumulated further genetic
lesions, ultimately resulting in clonal expansion and leukemia.

Although many factors can potentially contribute to adverse
events (possible oncogenicity of transgenes, multiplicities of infection, etc.),8–10 many in the field have suggested that use of lentiviral vectors may lead to reduced genotoxicity. (i) Lentiviruses have
a different distribution of favored integration sites in the human
genome than is seen with γ-retroviruses—lentiviruses favor integration within active transcription units, while γ-retroviruses
favor integration near transcription start sites and associated
features such as CpG islands and DNAseI cleavage sites.11–19 The
association of γ-retroviral integration with gene 5′-ends15 may be
part of the reason insertional activation is seen with these vectors.
(ii) human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection is not associated with insertional activation of proto-oncogenes and transformation by this mechanism. (iii) Lentiviral vectors can infect cell
types not easily accessible with γ-retroviral vectors. (iv) Murine
models have been devised to quantify genotoxicity of retroviral
vectors, and these consistently show that lentiviral vectors are less
toxic than γ-retroviral vectors.10,16
Levine et al. carried out a first in human study in which a lentiviral vector was introduced into five HIV-infected subjects who
had failed at least two prior antiretroviral drug regimens.17 The
vector, VRX496, expressed an antisense HIV env-gene that had
been shown to inhibit HIV replication in a cell culture model.20
Peripheral blood CD4+ T cells were harvested from each subject by apheresis, depleted of CD8+ cells and monocytes, transduced with the lentiviral vector ex vivo, activated via CD3 and
CD28 costimulation, and expanded before being cryopreserved.
Following quality control testing, the cells were reinfused at a
dose of 10 billion cells per subject. The participants have been
followed for a median of ~4 years and no leukemias or other serious adverse events associated with study treatment have been
detected (to be reported elsewhere), strengthening the idea that
lentiviral vectors are safe for use in gene therapy. The transduced
cells diminished in number after infusion but were detectable at
2 years in three of five subjects. All patients had detectable viral
loads throughout the experiment. In some patients a transient
reduction in viral load was observed, though it is uncertain
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Table 1 Subjects and time points studied
Patient 201
Copy numbersa Raw seq

Patient 202
Unique
int sites

Copy numbersa Raw seq

Patient 203
Unique
int sites

Unique
Copy numbersa Raw seq int sites

Ex vivo (ApoI)

250,000

3,438

1,162

3,100,000

3,467

1,785

3,400,000

4,264

2,540

Week 6 (ApoI)

5,300

227

76

2,200

129

32

1,400

18

4

Week 14 (ApoI)

7,800

130

54

1,100

0

0

600

8

3

1,500

6

3

100

8

3

300

2

1

Ex vivo (AvrII/NheI/SpeI)

250,000

1,540

393

3,100,000

1,393

626

3,400,000

2,695

1,276

Week 6 (AvrII/NheI/SpeI)

5,300

27

13

2,200

19

6

1,400

7

5

Week 14 (AvrII/NheI/SpeI)

7,800

89

33

1,100

2

1

600

10

1

Week 28 or 32 (AvrII/NheI/SpeI)b

1,500

1

1

100

0

0

300

2

1

Week 28 or 32 (ApoI)

b

Vector copy numbers per million peripheral blood mononuclear cell. bPatient 201: week 32; patients 202 and 203: week 28.

a

whether this was a consequence of the gene therapy treatment.
There was no evidence of abnormal proliferation of cells after
infusion. We note that expression of the env antisense RNA was
directed by the HIV long-terminal repeat (LTR) and so required
Tat protein for efficient transcription, which was not supplied by
the vector and would only be available upon super-infection with
wild-type HIV.
In order to evaluate the safety of the long-term use of lentiviral vectors, it remains essential to investigate whether those cells
that have persisted longest contained integration sites near genes
involved in growth control or transformation. Such an evolutionary bias was seen in a recent trial treating chronic granulomatous
disease using stem cells modified with a γ-retroviral vector, in
which the cells that persisted were enriched for integration events
near the proto-oncogenes MDS1-EVI1, PRDM16, or SETBP1.21
A follow-on Phase I/II clinical trial was initiated in early stage
HIV-infected subjects who have well-controlled viral loads. This
study has evaluated the safety of up to 6 infusions of 10 billion
CD4+ T cells modified with a lentiviral vector expressing a segment of the env gene (VRX496) and corresponding antiviral
efficacy during interruption of highly active antiretroviral therapy. In the studies presented here, we analyze the distribution of
integrated vector copies in the ex vivo transduced CD4+ T cells
(before infusion), and in cells from the first three subjects recovered at 6, 14, and 28 or 32 weeks after reinfusion (Table 1). In
a previous study, a small number of integration sites (192) were
recovered from the ex vivo transduced cell population from the
first VRX496 trial and characterized.17 Here we characterize integration sites from the follow-on Phase I/II trial, using DNA bar
coding and pyrosequencing to characterize 7,782 sites from the
ex vivo transduced product and 237 sites recovered from three
patients after infusion. In cells recovered from study subjects, we
found no significant enrichment of vector copies in or near known
proto-oncogenes or tumor suppressors, arguing against the idea
that activation of proliferative pathways by vector-mediated insertional mutagenesis has contributed to cellular persistence.

Results
Recovery and analysis of host–vector DNA junctions
We analyzed integration site distributions in the first three study
subjects out of 15 treated in a Phase I/II clinical trial of multiple
Molecular Therapy vol. 17 no. 5 may 2009
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Figure 1 Diagram of integration site recovery strategy. (a) Use of a
GTAG primer for first round amplification, followed by nested PCR for
second round amplification. A detailed description of the VRX496 vector
can be found in ref. 20. (b) Use of DNA bar coding to index amplification products during the second round PCR. LTR, long-terminal repeat.

infusions of the VRX496 vector-transduced CD4+ T cells. These
subjects were selected because they were the first treated and so
allowed longer term follow-up. We sampled the initially transduced population of T cells before reinfusion, and peripheral
blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) from three time points after
infusion (Table 1).
To isolate integration sites from the VRX496-transduced
cells, we needed a way to distinguish the HIV-based vector from
the HIV strains circulating in the patients. For this we took
advantage of the short unique sequence (GTAG) engineered in
the VRX496 vector (Figure 1). We isolated genomic DNA from
cells of the ex vivo transduced product or PBMC recovered from
study subjects, cleaved with restriction enzymes (either ApoI or a
cocktail of AvrII + SpeI + NheI), then ligated DNA linkers on the
restriction-cut DNA ends. We then amplified using one primer
complementary to the GTAG sequence and the other complementary to the DNA linker (Figure 1a). A nested PCR step was
then used, with the second round primers binding to the HIV
LTR sequence within the vector, and the second again binding to
the DNA linker.
We wished to use the 454/Roche method for deep pyrosequencing of integration sites,22 but we also wanted to sequence
multiple samples simultaneously to maximize efficiency and minimize costs. For this reason, we bar coded23–26 our second round
amplification primers (Figure 1b). The pyrosequence read begins
at the 3′-end of the sequence marked “454 A” in the diagram.
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We introduced eight base recognition sites abutting this in the
primer, which indexed each amplification product by patient
and sample type. Thus all the amplification products could be
sequenced as a pool, and integration site sequences separated subsequently using the linked DNA bar code.
After pyrosequencing, we recovered a total of 17,482 sequence
reads which after dereplication yielded 8,019 unique integration
sites. Of these, the great majority were from the ex vivo cell product harvested before infusion (7,782), likely because the concentration and number of transduced cells were considerably lower
after infusion (Table 1). A total of 237 unique integration sites
were recovered from PBMC postinfusion. This number is relatively low but sufficient for statistical analysis of strong trends in
the data.
Correct recovery of junctions between the vector DNA and
flanking host sequences could be verified in two ways. In one,
negative controls during the PCR amplification showed that the
GTAG amplification step was required to form amplification
products in the second round, indicating that proviruses formed
from the circulating HIV did not give rise to products. In the second approach to verification, we required a perfect match between
the vector LTR sequence and the isolated recovered sequence, so
that any sequences derived from the pre-existing HIV infection
that differed from the VRX496 vector were excluded. No highabundance sequence polymorphisms were detected over the LTR
region analyzed, supporting the idea that only integrated VRX
496 vectors gave rise to the recovered sequences.

3′

Figure 2 Analysis of the information content in the local sequence at
HIV integration sites. HIV integration sites in each data set were aligned
and conserved bases identified. The y-axes indicate bits of information
at each base; perfect conservation of a base would score as two bits.
(a) Sequences from HIV infection of Jurkat cells.18 (b) Sequences from the
VRX496 ex vivo samples. (c) Sequences from the VRX496 samples recovered from patients. The arrow indicates the location of the host virus DNA
junction after integration. HIV, human immunodeficiency virus.

Primary sequence features at integration sites
We first asked whether the weakly conserved favored primary
sequences characteristic of HIV integration sites were present in
VRX 496 data sets. Previous work has shown that a favored palindromic sequence can be detected when many HIV integration
sites are aligned, the inverted repeat structure likely originating
from the symmetry of the IN–DNA complexes responsible for
covalent DNA joining at each end. This primary sequence has
been seen in all previously analyzed HIV integration site data sets,
and serves as a quality control check here.14,27–30 The ex vivo and
patient-derived data sets were analyzed together with a previously
published data sets of 40,000 HIV integration sites generated by
infection of the Jurkat T-cell line (Figure 2).18 A comparison of the
information content at integration sites for the VRX496 samples
and the Jurkat data sets18 showed highly similar base frequencies
at each position (Figure 2).

from the pool that were also 80 bp from an ApoI site. In the
following statistical analysis integration sites were compared
to their paired matched random controls. This helps control
for the severe isolation bias resulting from preferred recovery
of integration sites optimally positioned near restriction sites.19
In addition, we used two different restriction enzyme cocktails
(either ApoI or AvrII + SpeI + NheI) to increase the recoverable
numbers of integration sites.
A comparison of the chromosomal distribution of integration sites for the ex vivo, patient derived, and Jurkat data sets is
shown in Figure 3a. For each comparison, the observed proportion of integration sites in each chromosome was divided by the
frequency in the matched random controls. Thus values above one
indicate enrichment compared to random, while values below one
indicate depletion. We found that the gene rich chromosomes 16,
17, 19, and 22 were favored for integration in all data sets, while
the gene sparse chromosomes 4, 13, and Y were disfavored. These
observations parallel findings for previously analyzed HIV integration site data sets.11–13,18,31

Provirus accumulation on the human chromosomes
We next analyzed the integration site data sets for enrichment
or depletion relative to identifiable chromosomal features. For
comparison in the statistical analysis, we also generated sets of
matched random controls. For this, a large library of random
sites was generated, and then the distances to restriction enzyme
recognition sites scored. Each experimental site was matched
with 10 control sites that were positioned the same number of
bases from a restriction site as for the experimental site. That
is, if an integration site was isolated after cleavage with ApoI,
and the distance from the ApoI site to the edge of the VRX496
sequence was 80 bp, then 10 random control sites were drawn

Provirus accumulation near chromosomal features
A series of studies were then carried out analyzing the density
of proviruses near identifiable genomic landmarks. Figure 3b
compares integration frequency in transcription units (as scored
by the RefGenes database). As above, the observed proportion of
integration sites in RefGenes was divided by the proportion in
the matched random controls, so that values above one indicate
enrichment. All three data sets showed enriched provirus accumulation within transcription units, as has been seen in previous studies of lentiviral DNA integration. There were no major
differences among data sets, though a slight enrichment was
observed in the ex vivo data set (P < 0.001 versus Jurkat data,
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Figure 3 Comparison of in vivo and ex vivo lentiviral vector integration
sites to the integration sites from control infections of Jurkat cells—
analysis of proximity to genomic features. (a) Chromosomal distribution of integration sites in the ex vivo sample, the patient-derived sample,
and the control infections of Jurkat cells.18 Random integration would correspond to the line at one. Favored integration is indicated by the bars
above the line, disfavored by the bars below. Only every other chromosome is numbered. The right-most chromosome is Y. (b) Frequency of
integration in RefGenes. (c) Frequency of integration in Giemsa dark and
light bands. The Giemsa dark regions (left side) are higher in gene density.
(d) Integration frequency in gene rich regions (scored over 8-Mb intervals
surrounding integration sites). (e) Integration frequency in regions of differing transcriptional intensity (scored over 8-Mb intervals surrounding
integration sites). The transcriptional intensity measure is similar to the
gene density measure, but only genes scored as active using Affymetrix
microarrays are counted. (f) Integration frequency in regions of differing
CpG island density (scored over 8-Mb intervals surrounding integration
sites). (g) Frequency of integration near proto-oncogene 5′-ends. Random
integration would have bar heights of one on the y-axis.

P = 0.033 versus patient-derived data, χ2). Similarly, integration was favored for all three data sets in chromosomal regions
annotated as Giemsa dark, which are regions of high gene density
(Figure 3c).
Molecular Therapy vol. 17 no. 5 may 2009

Integration in chromosomal intervals was then quantified,
comparing integration frequency to gene density, density of
expressed genes, and density of CpG islands (Figure 3d–f). For
each study, the density of each feature was quantified over an
8-Mb region surrounding each integration site. To quantify the
density of expressed genes, transcriptional profiling data were
used to annotate those genes in the most highly expressed 50%
of all genes queried on the microarrays used, then the numbers of
these genes in each interval scored. Each data set was compared
to the matched random control. In all three data sets, integration
was favored at increasing density of the indicated feature. In the
human genome, gene dense regions are Giemsa dark, enriched in
highly expressed genes, and enriched in CpG islands (which are
commonly associated with gene regulatory regions). Although
HIV integration is disfavored very close to CpG islands (i.e., <1 kb
from a CpG island center), over much longer 8-Mb intervals, the
density of CpG islands serves as another marker for gene density. Thus, integration in all three data sets was favored in regions
dense in genes and associated features.

Integration near proto-oncogenes or within
tumor suppressor genes
Our main reason for analyzing the patient integration sites was
to monitor for possible genotoxicity, for example insertional
activation of oncogenes or inactivation of tumor suppressor
genes. During routine clinical monitoring of patients, there
has been no evidence for abnormal expansion of cell clones
harboring the VRX496 vector, nor any other indication of serious adverse events due to the transfer of gene modified CD4+
T cells (to be reported elsewhere). However, even in the absence
of adverse events, it remained possible that cells with altered
growth properties due to insertional mutagenesis might persist
preferentially. To investigate this, we analyzed the distribution of
VRX496 integration sites relative to known proto-oncogenes and
tumor suppressor genes as compiled in our Cancergenes database (available at http://microb230.med.upenn.edu/protocols/
cancergenes.html).
Each integration site was annotated for whether or not it was
within 50 kb of the 5′ end of a known proto-oncogene or tumor
suppressor gene (Figure 3g). The proportions in each data set
were divided by the proportions in the matched random control for comparison. Integration sites from all three data sets are
more commonly found near the 5′-ends of proto-oncogenes than
expected by chance. However, there was no enrichment for protooncogenes in the patient-derived integration site data set compared to the control data sets, and indeed the association of the
in vivo set was the lowest of the three evaluated.
We also compared the patient-derived integration sites to a
specialized list of known proto-oncogenes implicated as important
in lymphoid cells (prepared by Marina Cavazzana-Calvo, Salima
Hacein-Bey-Abina, Alain Fischer, and their colleagues; see http://
microb230.med.upenn.edu/protocols/cancergenes.html for the
list). None of the 237 integration sites recovered from VRX496treated patients were within 50 kb of any of these genes.
We also investigated the behavior of cell clones over time by
asking whether any of the integration sites found in patients could
be detected at more than one time point. No overlaps were found.
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Provirus integration on nucleosome-bound DNA
A previous study of HIV integration in the Jurkat T-cell line suggested that lentiviral integration occurs on nucleosome-bound
DNA,18 and earlier studies suggested favored integration on
nucleosome-bound episomes and in vitro.33–37 It was thus of interest to ask whether nucleosome-bound chromosomal DNA was
also the integration target in primary CD4+ T cells in the ex vivo
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% of Sites
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Provirus accumulation near sites of histone
post-translational modification and bound
chromosomal proteins
A previous study of the Jurkat data set suggested that lentiviral
integration frequency correlated with several types of epigenetic
marks in the human genome,18 so we asked whether significant
differences could be detected among the three data sets. For this
we used the data of Barski et al.,32 who used chromatin-immunoprecipitation and Solexa sequencing to map 23 types of histone modification or bound chromatin proteins genome-wide
in human T cells. For each type of annotation, between ~1 and
16 million sequence tags were mapped. We investigated whether
these epigenetic marks correlated with integration frequency, and
again compared the ex vivo, patient derived, and Jurkat data sets.
The direction of correlations and their strengths were quantified
using receiver operating characteristic area methods as described
in Berry et al.,14 allowing the observations to be summarized as
heat maps.
Figure 4 shows the relationship of integration frequency to
the density of epigenetic marks. Comparisons were carried out
versus the matched random controls over chromosomal segments
of three lengths (1, 10, and 100 kb) since Berry et al. found that
some correlations between integration frequency and genomic
annotation were dependent on the interval size studied. Many
correlations were strongest over longer genomic intervals, potentially because the larger numbers of sequence tags in the larger
intervals allow finer discrimination.

HIV provirus accumulation in all three data sets was positively
correlated with histone methylation patterns characteristic of
active transcription units. These included H2BK5me1, H3K4me1
and me2, H3K9me1, H3K27me1, H3K36me3, H4K20me1. RNA
polymerase II was also positively associated. Provirus accumulation was generally negatively associated with marks linked
to repression of transcription, including H3K9me2 and me3,
H3K27me2 and me3, and H4K20me3. The H3K9me2 and me3
marks are associated with peri-centromeric heterochromatin, and
centromeric heterochromatin has been reported to be negatively
associated with integration frequency.11,28 Over shorter intervals
the histone H2 variant H2AZ was negatively associated with integration, probably because it is found in promoter regions which
are disfavored for HIV integration. Over longer intervals it is neither positively nor negatively associated, likely reflecting a balance
between the above negative effects and enrichment due to favoring
of integration in gene rich regions, which drive the associations in
comparisons over longer genomic intervals. Thus integration sites
were positively correlated with epigenetic marks associated with
active transcription and negatively correlated with marks associated with transcriptional repression.
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transduced cell clones to date.
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Figure 4 Comparison of in vivo and ex vivo lentiviral vector integration sites to the integration sites from control infections of Jurkat
cells—analysis of proximity to sites of histone methylation and
bound DNA binding proteins. Values for each data set were compared
to matched random controls. The direction and strength of each trend
is quantified using the ROC area method described in ref. 14, the key to
the left of the figure indicates the scale. Each row in the plot corresponds
to a different form of histone post-translational modification or bound
protein as scored in the Barski et al. “ChIP-seq” data.32 Each column
corresponds to an integration site data set. Comparisons were carried
out over 1, 10, or 100 kb genomic intervals. ROC, receiver operating
characteristic.
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Figure 5 Ex vivo lentiviral vector integration favors the major grooves
of DNA bound on nucleosomes. Positions of lentiviral integration
sites on nucleosomes were predicted using the nucleosome prediction
algorithm developed by Segal et al. (a) The percentage of total ex vivo
lentiviral vector integration sites at each base pair (y-axis) is plotted relative to the dyad axis of nucleosome symmetry (position 0; the scale is in
base pairs). (b) Fourier transformation of the data from a, showing the
~10.5 bp periodicity of integration frequency.
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data set. We took advantage of the nucleosome prediction algorithm devised by Segal et al.38 to map histone positions in the 5 kb
of genomic DNA sequence surrounding each integration site. This
allowed us to map the position of each integration site relative to
the center of symmetry of the nucleosomes bound to target DNA.
Figure 5a shows a strong periodic pattern for integration frequency relative to the histone center of symmetry. Consistent with
the previous report,18 alignment of the periodic pattern relative to
the nucleosome axis of dyad symmetry indicated that integration
was favored in the outward-facing major grooves of DNA bound
on nucleosomes. A Fourier transformation analysis of this plot
revealed a peak at ~10.5 bp (Figure 5b), matching the periodicity of
the DNA helix. These data indicate that lentiviral integration favors
the outwardly facing major grooves of nucleosome-bound DNA in
human primary cells that are natural targets of HIV infection.

Comparing integration site populations
from ex vivo infection of cells from late stage
versus stably suppressed HIV patients
In the initial test of the VRX496 vector,17 the subjects were late
stage HIV patients who had failed multiple ART regimens. In the
subjects from the multiple dose clinical trial studied here, the subjects had well suppressed HIV RNA viral load and were otherwise
healthy. It was thus of interest to ask whether the differences in
immune status of the cell donors in each trial resulted in alterations in the distribution of vector integration sites.
Integration site sequences for the ex vivo products from the
two trials were compared over multiple measures of integration
in transcription units, near CpG islands, within gene rich regions,
near gene 5′-ends, G/C content, and Giemsa stained regions
(data not shown). No statistically significant differences were
detected. We conclude that the differences between the subjects
in the two trials did not result in detectable differences in vector
integration targeting.

Discussion
In summary, the analysis of VXR496 integration sites from cells
transduced ex vivo or recovered from study subjects during 28–32
weeks after gene transfer yielded no evidence for the preferential
survival or expansion of cells with integration sites near protooncogenes or tumor suppressors. However, some caution is warranted in interpreting integration site surveys in the context of
gene therapy trials, because the integration site recovery methods using restriction enzymes are severely biased,19 though use of
multiple restriction enzymes for each sample improves recovery
somewhat. Thus, this study and all previous studies represent surveys of easily recoverable sites. Nevertheless, in the first study of
lentiviral vector integration sites recovered from study subjects
presented here, no adverse trends were detectable in the samples
studied. This is in contrast, for example, to the recent chronic
granulomatous disease study, where worrisome integration events
were documented during early follow-up after infusion.21 It is not
clear from this study alone whether lentiviral vectors are in fact
safer than γ-retroviral vectors, or whether different modifications
of the lentiviral vector such as introduction of strong internal promoters might result in detectable clonal skewing. We note that
the chronic granulomatous disease study and SCID-X1 studies
Molecular Therapy vol. 17 no. 5 may 2009
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targeted CD34+ stem cells, although the study reported here targeted mature T cells—thus, it remains to be seen whether adverse
trends become apparent after lentiviral gene therapy of stem cells.
Nevertheless, our data showed no sign of preferential expansion of
T cells with potentially adverse lentiviral integration sites.
This study presents the largest sample of lentiviral vector integration sites in a natural target cell for HIV infection yet reported,
and the analysis provides a rich catalog of the genomic landmarks
dictating HIV integration frequency. HIV integration was found to
be strongly favored near a collection of epigenetic marks associated
with active transcription, and disfavored near marks associated
with transcriptional repression. Some of the patterns are readily
interpretable. For example, the finding that RNA polymerase II is
positively associated with HIV integration simply reflects the finding that integration is favored in active genes. The finding of favored
integration near sites of H3K36 trimethylation likely reflects the
association of this mark with transcription units of active genes.
The large number of sites also allowed the demonstration that integration shows a periodic pattern relative to the underlying positions
of nucleosomes, providing the first data that HIV-based lentiviral
vectors favor integration on nucleosomal target DNA in primary
T cells. Looking ahead, the availability of large integration site data
sets, together with increasingly detailed genome-wide annotation,
offers many new routes to understanding the mechanisms responsible for lentiviral vector integration targeting.

Materials And Methods
Clinical samples. PBMC from patient blood or apheresis samples

were obtained under an IRB approved protocol at the University of
Pennsylvania. The protocol (0407-667) was reviewed and approved by
the NIH RAC/OBA. A detailed report on the clinical trial will be published elsewhere.

Integration site recovery, sequencing, and analysis. Integration sites were
recovered and sequenced using the 454 pyrosequencing technology as
described in refs. 18,19. Briefly, genomic DNA was extracted from ex vivo
transduced CD4+ cells or PBMC derived from patients using the DNeasy
tissue kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). For each genomic DNA sample, digestions with two different cocktails of restriction enzymes (AvrII/SpeI/NheI,
or ApoI) were performed. The digested DNA samples were ligated to linkers, then amplified by nested PCR as previously described in refs. 18,19.
To selectively amplify host–vector DNA junctions resulting from vector
integration (rather than provirus integration from the circulating HIV), a
first round PCR primer specific for the engineered short unique sequence
(GTAG) in the VRX496 vector was used. Each second round lentiviral
specific primer contains a unique 8 nt barcode which indexes the amplification products (Figure 1). The primers used for the nested PCR were
as in ref. 18. The PCR products were gel purified, pooled, and sequenced
using the 454 pyrosequencing platform. Integration sites were determined
to be authentic if the sequences began within 3 bp of vector LTR ends, had
a >98% sequence match to the human genome, and had a unique best hit
when aligned to the draft human genome (hg18) using BLAT. All integration site sequences are available in GenBank.
Bioinformatic analysis. A 20-bp target DNA sequence surrounding each
integration site was extracted from the draft human genome (hg18), and
aligned using WebLogo (http://weblogo.Berkeley.edu/logo.cgi). Detailed
bioinformatic methods for analysis of association with chromosomal features are described in Berry et al.14 For analysis of association with epigenetic modifications and bound chromatin proteins, the data of Barski et al.32
were used. The methods for generating heat maps based in receiver
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operating characteristic curves are as described in ref. 14. The placement
of nucleosomes on chromosomal regions hosting vector integration events
was determined using the nucleosome positioning prediction tool developed by Segal et al., which was available at http://genie.weizmann.ac.il/
pubs/nucleosomes06/index.html. For this analysis, 5 kb of human DNA
sequence surrounding each integration site was extracted and analyzed.
The positions of integration sites on nucleosomes were smoothed using a
5-bp moving window. The periodicity of integration frequency relative to
nucleosome positioning was determined by Fourier transformation analysis using Statistica (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK).
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